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EXIT HARDWARE DEVICES

All products usually available ex-stock except those marked with *. Call for lead time.
Additional manufacturers carriage charges may apply for * items.
No charge for split boxes, but please try to order boxed quantity multiples where possible.

BRITON 560-570 SERIES ACCESSORIES    
BRITON 574.S - SIDE SHOOTING FAST-FIX CABLE MODULAR PULLMAN LATCH KIT, SILVER SE FINISH

Side Pullman latch kit, non-handed, including two side latches, snap-on covers, mounting plates, cables, cable covers and strike 
plates for use with either Briton 561, 571 or 581. Not suitable for Briton 573.
574.S.SE   (Box Qty 1)

BRITON 574.V - VERTICAL SHOOTING FAST-FIX CABLE MODULAR PULLMAN LATCH KIT, SILVER SE FINISH

Vertical Pullman latch kit, non-handed, including two vertical latches, snap-on covers, mounting plates, cables, cable covers and 
strike plates for use with either Briton 561, 571 or 581. Not suitable for Briton 573.
574.V.SE   (Box Qty 1)

BRITON 574.VS - VERTICAL & SIDE SHOOTING FAST-FIX CABLE MODULAR PULLMAN LATCH KIT, SILVER SE FINISH

Combination Pullman latch kit, handed, including one vertical (top) and one side (bottom) latches, snap-on covers, mounting 
plates, cables, cable covers and strike plates for use with either Briton 561, 571 or 581. Not suitable for Briton 573.
574.VS.L.SE*  Left Hand kit (Box Qty 1)
574.VS.R.SE*  Right Hand kit (Box Qty 1)

BRITON 574.AS - ADDITIONAL SIDE PULLMAN LATCH, SILVER SE FINISH

Additional side Pullman latch, handed, extra single latch to provide additional latching point(s) enabling maximum five point 
latching on single door.
574.AS.L.SE  Left Hand latch (Box Qty 1)
574.AS.R.SE  Right Hand latch (Box Qty 1)

BRITON 574.STE - EASY CLEAN SOCKET, MATT BLACK BM FINISH

Easy clean socket for use with lower Pullman latches on either Briton 561, 571 or 581.
574.STE.BM  (Box Qty 1)

BRITON 574.STP - STRIKE FOR PVCU DOORS, MATT BLACK BM FINISH

Adjustable strike for PVCu doors and frames with either Briton 561, 571 or 581. For use with top or side Pullmans fitted to PVCu 
frames with a projection of 14-24mm.
574.STP.BM  (Box Qty 1)

BRITON 566.AK - ALARM SWITCH KIT FOR BRITON 561

Alarm switch kit for use with Briton 561 only, mounted in end box of panic latch operator. Supplied separately for customer to 
fit. This unit allows standard models to be connected to electronic audio/visual alarm or door control systems giving immediate 
notification of use when the panic device is operated. The door cannot be opened without the system being activated.
566.AK*   (Box Qty 1)

BRITON 566.DK - DOGGING DEVICE, MATT BLACK BM OR SILVER SE FINISH

Dogging device (hold-open) kit for use with Briton 561 only, key operated to hold the operator in the open position. This unit 
allows standard models to be upgraded to permit free access when required. The manual hold-open function is operated by a 
key and holds all latches in the withdrawn position. Supplied separately for customer to fit.
566.DK.BM*  (Box Qty 1)
566.DK.SE*  (Box Qty 1)

BRITON 576.DK - DOGGING DEVICE, MATT BLACK BM OR SILVER SE FINISH

Dogging device (hold-open) kit for use with Briton 571 only, key operated to hold the operator in the open position. This unit 
allows standard models to be upgraded to permit free access when required. The manual hold-open function is operated by a 
key and holds all latches in the withdrawn position. Supplied separately for customer to fit. Not suitable for Briton 573.
576.DK.BM*  (Box Qty 1)
576.DK.SE   (Box Qty 1)

BRITON 576.RE - TOP ROD EXTENSION KIT, MATT BLACK BM OR SILVER SE FINISH

Top rod extension kits are suitable for use with both Briton 561 and 571 devices on doors in areas that require the push bar 
or touch bar to be in a lower position e.g. schools. These can also be used on doors up to 3350mm high, however doors over 
2500mm high are outside the scope of EN 1125:2008. Cable covers are supplied either matt black BM or silver SE finish.
576.RE.BM*  (Box Qty 1)
576.RE.SE   (Box Qty 1)

BRITON 376/330/00 - "PUSH BAR TO OPEN" SIGN, WHITE ON GREEN

Replacement "Push bar to open" sign with tick on LH side. 500mm wide x 90mm wide, self-adhesive vinyl. White letters on 
green background with white border. As supplied as standard with Briton panic bolts.
376/330/00-SAV  (Box Qty 1)

BRITON 576.AK - ALARM SWITCH KIT FOR BRITON 571 AND 573

Alarm switch kit for use with Briton 571 and 573 only, mounted in end box of panic latch operator. Supplied separately for 
customer to fit. This unit allows standard models to be connected to electronic audio/visual alarm or door control systems giving 
immediate notification of use when the panic device is operated. The door cannot be opened without the system being activated.
576.AK   (Box Qty 1)


